INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the singular behavior of the solutions of the following initial value problem: u"(x) + x sin u(x) = 0, u'(0) = 0, ma
We denote the solution of (I), by u(x; a). The qualitative behavior of the solutions u(x; a) is important to the studies of the following mathematical model (1.1) which describes the large deformations of a heavy cantilever by its own weight (see [ 1 ] or [2] ):
u"(x) + x sin u(x) = 0, u'(0) = 0, u(K)=n-a,O<cr<7c.
(1.1)
In [2] the authors studied the two-point boundary value problem (1.1) by using the shooting method. From the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem (I),, it follows that u(x; x)-71, 4x; -n)r -71, tqx; 0) s 0;
u(x;2n+a)=27T+u(X;a), (I.21 V(X;27r-a)=2n--v(x;a), and it suffices to consider the problem (I), only for the case 0 <a < 71. We note that from L23 for all 0 < a < 71, u(x; a) is oscillatory over 10, cc,) and -7t < o(x; a) c x for all x 3 0. We introduce A(x;o)=$p;a), qqx) = A(x; 0).
Then differentiating (I), with respect to a yields A"(x) -I-x(cos u(x; a)) A(x) =o, A'(O)=O,
A(O)= 1.
Setting a = 0 in (1.3) yields (1.3) f(x) + xqqx) = 0, 4'(O) = 0% fp(0) = 1.
(1.4)
Let y,(a), z,(a) be the nth zeros of u(x; a) and u'(x; a), respectively, for n = 1, 2, . ..) with O=z,<y,<zz< ... <yn<zn+,<yn+,< ..-and A,, 7" be nth zero of $(x) and 4'(x), respectively, for n = 1,2, . . . . Then in [2] we have shown the following result. THEOREM 1 .I. Let 0 < u -c ?I ; then A(x; a) has an infinite number qf isolated zeros r,(a) and A'(x; a) satisfies the following: (i) If O<a < n/2, then A'fx; a) has an infinite number of isolated zeros p,,(u), O=p,<fi,< ... -c/3,< .... Furthermore, fi,=zI=O<y,< a,=c~~~~~<y~~a~-c ... iy,,<a,<z,+,<Bn+I<yn+,< ....
(ii) if n/2 <a < x then A/(x; a) has an infinite number of isolated and it follows that 10(x; a)1 <a for all x20. That is, (Iu(z,(a); a)(} is a monotone decreasing sequence; moreover from [3] we have TIIEOREM 1.2. Given a E (0, K), we huue (i) u(zJa); a) monotonically increases to zero as n + 03 ;
(ii) u(z2n + 1 (a); a) monotonically decreases to zero as n -+ co.
Consequently Theorem 1.2 says that for any given a, 0~ a < TC, the solution u(x; a) satisfies lim, _ oo u(x; a) = 0.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we illustrate the singular behavior of the solution u(x; a) as a-+71-. From Theorem 1.1, it is easy to verify h'(u) > 0 for any 0 <a < A.
In the following, we state and prove our main result. and let Y,(E), Z,(E) be the nth zero of u(x; E) and u'(x; E), respectively, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . It is equivalent to show lim,,,u(z,(s);e)=( -l)"+'x, and we prove it by mathematical induction. We have u(z, (a) ; a) = a, and Theorem 2.2 holds trivially for n = 1.
Step 1. For n=2 we prove lim,,, u(z~(E); E)= -x or lim,,. u(z~(u); u) = -rc. Multiplying by u'(x) on both sides of (2.1) and integrating the resulting identity from a to b yields In the following, we establish that
Setting a=O, ~=Y,(E) in (2.2) yields
It is easy to verify that
From (2.7) and let E -+ 0 in the above inequality, we have 1 -cos(n -6) < lim (u'bJ1k); &I)* < 1 + l = 2, E-0
Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary, (2.8) follows directly from (2.9). We note that from (1.5) and (1.6), we have where C = C(6) = C,(z -6) > 0 independent of E. Now we are in a position to show that lim, +. v(z*(E); E) = --7~. Suppose this does not hold, then there exists 6* > 0 such that u(z~(E); E) > -rr+ 26* for all E >O. Let U(X; E) = u(x +~,(a); E) and w(x; E) = -u(Y,(F) -x; E), then U(X; E) and w(x; E) satisfy the following: If we choose 6 = 6* > 0, then from (2.13) there exists a constant C = C(6*) independent of E, such that 0 < Ye -JJ(E; 6*) < CA(s))', provided E > 0 is sufhciently small. Choose M> C; from (2.5), (2.8), and the continuous dependence on parameter E, it follows that for all E > 0 sufficiently small
In particular, let q = (Ye -y(s, 6*)) A(E); then
This is a desired contradiction and we complete the proof for the case n = 2.
Step 2. We now assume inductively that Hence we establish (2.17) for k = n. Using the same argument as we did in Step 1 yields for some C = C(6) > 0 and for all E > 0 sufficiently small. Since n is odd, we show that lim u(z,(E); E) = 7~. This is a desired contradiction. Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
THE APPLICATION
In [l, 21 the authors discussed a mathematical model describing the deformation of a cantilever by its own weight. It is assumed that a cantilever of uniform cross-section, uniform density p, and total length L is held fixed at an angle tl at one end, say the origin, and is free at the other end. Let s' be the arc length from the origin, and 0 = e(s') be the local angle of inclination. Then we have the governing equation EI$=y(L-s')sin8, e(0) = c?, $ (L)=O, (3.1) where EI is the flexural rigidity of the material. Let s=s'/L, then the governing equation becomes The vertical case CI = rc was completely analyzed in [2] .
We note that from (1.2) we have v(K; a) = 7c -2 if and only if u(K; -a) = LY -TL For simplicity, instead of (3.2), we study the multiplicities of the solutions of the following boundary value problem: u"(x) + x sin u = 0 u'(0) = 0, u(K)=n-2, for O<r<71. (3.3) To solve (3.3) by the shooting method, we consider the following initial value problem: We conjecture that the following hold:
(i) For 0 <a< rr, w(x; a) and w'(x; a) are oscillatory over [0, n) with zeros pII = p,(a), qn = q,(a), respectively, for n = 1, 2, . . . . where pl=ql=o.
(ii) For 0 < a < n/2, we have O=P,=q,=z,=~,<y,~q,~a,~z,~P,<~,~y,~q,~ ... From (3.10) (3.14) and (3.15) it is easy to verify that r,(a) is strictly increasing on (0, rr). In Fig. 4 we plot a graph for the functions K = ?:(a; ct) and K = yk(a; a) for 0 < a < 7~. From the figure there follow the bifurcation phenomena of problem (P),, 0 < CI < rr, or (4.2) as the parameter' K varies. It is interesting to note that when z = 0 the problem ( P)O has a unique solution [2] for any K while our results show that given any a, 0 < x < n, and any positive integer n, there exists K such that (P), has n distinct solutions.
Remark 2. We note that for any n = 1, 2, . . . . To prove (i) we shall only consider the case n is odd; the argument is similar for the case n is even. We have the relation u(z,(a,(a)); a,(a)) = n-a. 
